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	Natural language processing is often called an "Al-complete" task, in the sense that in order to truly process language (i.e. to comprehend, to translate, to generate) full understanding is required, which is itself the ultimate goal of Artificial Intelligence. For those who seek solutions to practical problems, this is not a desirable property of NLP. However, it is possible to address reduced versions of the NLP problem without the prerequisite of having first solved all of the other arbitrarily-difficult AI problems. There are various ways to restrict the NLP problem: restrict the semantic domain, restrict the expressiveness of the syntax, focus on only one aspect of NLP at a time (e.g. phoneme recognition, Part-of-Speech tagging, morphological analysis), seek only approximate solutions (e.g. by replacing a complex cognitive model with a statistical component), and so on. The work described in this monograph pursues the latter two approaches with significant success.


	The beauty of statistical techniques for NLP is that in principle they require only training data not manual reprogramming to solve new or extended versions of the same problem. For instance, a Part-of-Speech tagger should be as easily trainable for any subset of English (e.g. legal, medical, en gineering texts) as for the original subset in which it was developed. Moreover, it should be applicable to other languages as well, after modifying the tagset and possibly the feature set. The drawbacks of statistical systems, however, are also significant. It is difficult to solve the more complex NLP problems statistically with acceptable accuracy. It is difficult to obtain enough train ing data for models with large feature sets. It is a significant challenge to create computationally-tractable models that cope with significant combina tions of features. And, it is seldom clear a priori how to design the feature set or what statistical model to use. All these difficulties notwithstanding, significant progress has been made in statistical methods for speech recog nition, Part-of-Speech tagging, lexical disambiguation, Prepositional Phrase (PP) attachment, and even end-to-end machine translation.
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A Semantic Web Primer, 2nd Edition (Cooperative Information Systems)MIT Press, 2008
The World Wide Web (WWW) has changed the way people communicate with each other, how information is disseminated and retrieved, and how business is conducted. The term Semantic Web comprises techniques that promise to dramatically improve the currentWWWand its use. This book is about this emerging technology.

The success of each book...
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Race, Religion and Law in Colonial India: Trials of an Interracial FamilyCambridge University Press, 2011

	How did British rule in India transform persons from lower social classes? Could Indians from such classes rise in the world by marrying Europeans and embracing their religion and customs? This book explores such questions by examining the intriguing story of an interracial family who lived in southern India in the mid-nineteenth century. The...
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Project Development in the Solar IndustryCRC Press, 2012

	This book provides an extensive overview of utility scale  solar  project  development  and  the  various tasks  required  to  bring  large  solar  power  plants from plans to realities. The various topics have been organized and presented in a way to clearly define...
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Learn Blockchain Programming with JavaScript: Build your very own Blockchain and decentralized network with JavaScript and Node.jsPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Explore the essentials of blockchain technology with JavaScript to develop highly secure bitcoin-like applications

	
		Key Features

		
			Develop bitcoin and blockchain-based cryptocurrencies using JavaScript
	
			Create secure and high-performant blockchain networks
	...
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Continuous-Time Markov Chains and Applications: A Two-Time-Scale Approach (Stochastic Modelling and Applied Probability)Springer, 2012

	This book gives a systematic treatment of singularly perturbed systems that naturally arise in control and optimization, queueing networks, manufacturing systems, and financial engineering. It presents results on asymptotic expansions of solutions of Komogorov forward and backward equations, properties of functional occupation measures,...
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Hurdle Race Marketing: The Enlightenment - The Disillusionment - The BreakthroughSpringer, 2013

	In an amusing way Klaus Backhaus endeavours to explain how much of what is sold in practice under the guise of a pronounced market orientation is nothing more than the telling of a fairy tale. And so the story takes its course. Despite a perceived market orientation the German engineering company “Deutsche Maschinenbau AG” is...
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